
 بسم هللا الرحمن الرحيم
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan-Ministry of Education 

General Secondary Certificate Examination 

) read the following texts carefully, and then answer the 7 –(1  For questions -Reading: 
questions that follow.                                                                                                               (30 points) 

Is it an easy job? Not at all. English is not the same in all English-speaking countries. For 
example, the English words that are used in India are sometimes different to the words that 
people use in the UK, the USA or Australia. As well as knowing regional English, you also need 
to know a lot of specialist language. Some of the words that are used to talk about business, 
science or law, for example, make it almost a different language! 

1- The text talks about two basic difficulties that faces interpreters at work. Write them 
down.                                                                                                                                              (4 points) 

 
Jordan is rich in potash and phosphate, and the extraction industry for these minerals is one of 
the largest in the world. Not surprisingly, two of Jordan's largest exports are chemicals and 
fertilizers. Pharmaceuticals and other industries represent 30% of Jordan's Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), and 75% of Jordan's Pharmaceuticals are exported.  However, the majority 
(65%) of the economy is dominated by services, mostly travel and tourism. Most of Jordan's 
exports go to Iraq, the USA, India and Saudi Arabia. 

2- The text gives four examples of countries that receive Jordanian products. Write them 
down.                                                                                                                                              (8 points) 

 

Can you tell us about your last meeting in China?  

'Of course! I arrived on time. You must not arrive late, as this shows disrespect. Then, when I 
met the company director, I shook hands with him gently. I began the meeting by making small 
talk about my interesting experiences in China. During the meeting, I made sure that my voice 
and body language were calm and controlled. I never told a joke, as this may not be translated 
correctly or could cause offence.' 

3- According to Mr. Ghanim, it is not a good idea to tell jokes for two reasons. Write them 
down.                                                                                                                                              (4 points) 

 
Don't come away from a sales pitch wishing you had been better prepared. It is essential to 
know everything about your product. Do you know when it was developed, and where it is 
produced? You also need to know who the target market is – for example, the age group or 
income of the people who might buy it. Not only that, you should know all about the 
competition - that is, similar products on the market.  

4- Find an expression that means (people who are identified as possible customers). 
                                                                                                                                                          (2 points) 

 
brings to a community.  itThe concept of a megaproject is always based on the benefits 

However, many megaprojects have been criticized because of their negative effects on a 
community or the environment. This essay will look at these issues with regard to Masdar City, 
a megaproject in Abu Dhabi. 

5- The writer says that megaprojects have a lot of negative effects on communities or 
environment. Think of this statement and in two sentences suggest two of these negative 
effects that are caused by megaprojects.                                                                                (4 points) 



history, but the person who is known as the  itsThe Arab world has many famous chemists in 
founder of chemistry is probably Jabir ibn Hayyan. He is most well-known for the beginning of 
the production of sulpheric acid. He also built a set of scales which changed the way in which 
chemists weighed items in a laboratory: his scales could weigh items over 6,000 times smaller 
than a kilogram. 

6- What does the underlined pronoun ( its ) refer to?                                                         (2 points) 

 
Megaprojects are extremely large investment projects, which are designed to encourage 
economic growth and bring new benefits to cities. Although megaprojects vary in terms of size 
and cost, they are all, by definition, expensive, public projects that attract a high level of 
interest and media coverage. Projects range from motorways, airports, stations, tunnels, 
bridges, etc. to entire city complexes. 

7- The text mentions many examples of megaprojects. Write down three of them.    (6 points) 
 
 

) choose the correct option from A, B, C or D to complete 17 – 8For questions ( -Vocabularies: 
each one of the following sentences.                                                                                     (20 points) 

8- Hospitals need to dispose of a lot of ………………………. and it should be carefully managed.  
a- carbon footprint                                b- biological wastes 
c- urban planning                                   d- negative effects 

 
9- When you talk about business and try to do a deal, you ………………………. 
a- negotiate                                             b- patient 
c- compromise                                        d- ready 

 
10- In business, when you meet someone for the first time it is polite to …………………. with him 
a- cause offence                                     b- ask questions 
c- shake hands                                        d- do a deal 

 
11- Wind farms and …………………… power are examples of renewable energy sources. 
a- benefit                                                 b- free 
c- windmills                                             d- solar 

 
12- My uncle is fluent in many languages and he is able to …………………… for us. 

a- interpreted                                         b- interpretation 
c- interpret                                              d- interpreter 

 
13- Most of Chinese ……………………… go to the EU and the USA. 
a- to export                                             b- exports 
c- exportation                                         d- exported 

 
14- Ibn Sina wrote ………………………… textbooks during his life, and they are still studied.  

a- medicine                                             b- medically 
c- medical                                                d- medication 

 
 



15- If you have a postgraduate qualification, you will …………………. get a job quite quickly.  

a- probably                                             b- probable 
c- probability                                          d- probabilities 

 
16- My job now involves going to important conferences and ……………… around the world. 
Which option from a,b,c and d indicates the correctly spelled word? 
a- semenar                                              b- siminer 
c- seminer                                               d- seminar 

 
17- During the …………….., don’t keep ypur head down. Make eye contact with your audience. 
Which option from a,b,c and d indicates the correctly spelled word? 

a- presentation                                      b- bresentation 
c- prisintation                                         d- presintation 

 
 .) choose the correct option from A, B, C or D25 – 18For questions ( -Grammar/ part one:  

                                                                                                                                                       (16 points)  
18- Before you find a job, ……………………. Consider doing voluntary work? 
Which option from a,b,c,and d indicates the correct expression to give advice? 
a- you should                                          b- if I were you 
c- why don’t you                                     d- you could 

 
.1999 CE, which was in 60I retired when I was  -19 

The underlined word indicates the stress, and it means ………………. 
a- not another age                                 b- not another year 
c- not another person                           d- not another place 

 
20- Unless you ………... a language degree, you will not be able to become an interpreter. (have) 
a- has                                                        b- have 
c- had had                                                d- had 

 
21- People ………………. Love visiting ruins will find a visit to Qasr Al-Bashir very rewarding. 
a- whose                                                  b- who 
c- when                                                    d- which 

 

22- Jabir couldn’t read well. If only he …………………… his glasses. (not , forget) 
a- didn’t forget                                       b- hadn’t forgotten 
c- doesn’t forget                                    d- hasn’t forgotten 

 
23- If you ……………………. The course, you would have had enough experience. (do) 
a- did                                                         b- do 
c- had done                                              d- does 

 
24- You ………………. A huge feeling of satisfaction when you know that people understand 
everything you translate.  

a- get                                                        b- gotten 
c- got                                                        d- had gotten 



 
25- It was too hot to go to the beach yesterday. If only it ……………….. cooler. (be) 
a- has been                                              b- were 
c- was                                                        d- had been 

 
 

) choose the correct sentence from A, B, C or D 32 – 26For questions ( -Grammar / part two: 
which has a similar meaning to the one above.                                                                   (14 points) 

 

26- I didn’t bring my coat, and now I feel cold. 
a- If only I brought my coat. 

b- If only I hadn’t brought my coat. 

c- If only I had brought my coat. 
d- If only I have brought my coat. 

 
.Century thin the 9 FezFihri built a learning center in -Fatima Al -27 

The sentence which emphasizes the underlined world is   
.Century was Fez thFihri built a learning center in the 9-The city when Fatima Al -a 

.Century thFihri built a learning center in Fez was the 9-The city where Fatima Al -b 

.Century was Fez thri built a learning center in the 9Fih-The city who Fatima Al -c 
.Century was Fez thFihri built a learning center in the 9-The city where Fatima Al -d 

 
28- Maha regrets forgetting her date with Laila.   
a- Maha wishes she hadn’t forgotten her date with Laila. 
b- Maha wishes she had forgotten her date with Laila. 
c- Maha wishes she hasn’t forgotten her date with Laila. 
d- Maha wishes she didn’t forget her date with Laila. 

 
29- London is a huge city. It's the capital of the UK. 
a- London, where is a huge city, is the capital of the UK. 
b- London, which is a huge city, is the capital of the UK. 
c- London which is a huge city is the capital of the UK. 
d- London, that is a huge city, is the capital of the UK. 

 

30- Majid missed the bus because he woke up late.  
a- Majid wishes he didn’t wake up late. 
b- Majid wishes he hadn’t woken up earlier. 
c- Majid wishes he hadn’t missed the bus. 
d-Majid wishes he had woken up earlier. 

 

31- Al-Kindi is especially famous for his work in arithmetic and geometry.  
a- It is for his work in arithmetic and geometry who Al-Kindi is especially famous.  
b- It is for his work in arithmetic and geometry when Al-Kindi is especially famous. 
c- It is for his work in arithmetic and geometry where Al-Kindi is especially famous. 
d- It is for his work in arithmetic and geometry that Al-Kindi is especially famous. 

 



 
.century CE thJabir Ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq in the 9 -32 

.century CE Jabir Ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq thThe time when the 9 -a 
.century CE thThe time when Jabir Ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq was the 9 -b 

.century CE when Jabir Ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq thThe time the 9 -c 
.century CE thThe time when Jabir ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq is the 9 -d 

 
 

Writing: - (part one / guided writing)                                                                                                         

Read the information in the table below, and then in your Answer Booklet write two 
sentences about Ali ibn Nafi.                                                                                                     (6 points) 

 

Ali ibn Nafi Name  

Baghdad 789 CE 
Cordoba 857 CE 

Place / Date  
birth and death 

Musician Profession  

establish the first music school in the world Achievements  

 
 

Writing / part two (Free Writing)                                                                                     
In your Answer Booklet, write about 120 words on ONE of the following:                   (14 points) 

 
1- Nowadays, a lot of countries and people are going toward renewable energy sources 
because they have many advantages. However, they have some disadvantages and problems. 
Write a report about the advantages and any possible disadvantage of renewable energy 
sources. 

2- Exporting and importing are good for our community and economy. Write an essay about 
some benefits of Exporting and importing goods to and from other countries. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Good luck 
Salah al Akaleek 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Answers 

1- the English words that are used in India are sometimes different to the words that people 
use in the UK, the USA or Australia. you also need to know a lot of specialist language. 

2- Iraq, the USA, India and Saudi Arabia. 
3- as this may not be translated correctly or could cause offence. 

4- target market 
5- ( critical thinking ) possible answers 
megaprojects destroy agricultural land and forests. 
They also cause pollution and a lot of noise. 
6- The Arab world 
7- motorways, airports, stations, tunnels, bridges, etc. to entire city complexes. 
8- b 
9- a 
10- c 
11- d 
12- c 
13- b 
14- c 
15- a 
16- d 
17- a 
18- c 
19- a 
20- b 
21- b 
22- b 
23- c 

24- a 
25- d 
26- c 
27- d 
28- a 
29- b 
30- d 
31- d 
32- b 

 

 



 بسم هللا الرحمن الرحيم
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan-Ministry of Education 

General Secondary Certificate Examination 

) read the following texts carefully, and then answer the 7 –(1  For questions -Reading: 
questions that follow.                                                                                                               (30 points) 

Is it an easy job? Not at all. English is not the same in all English-speaking countries. For 
example, the English words that are used in India are sometimes different to the words that 
people use in the UK, the USA or Australia. As well as knowing regional English, you also need 
to know a lot of specialist language. Some of the words that are used to talk about business, 
science or law, for example, make it almost a different language! 

1- The text talks about two basic difficulties that faces interpreters at work. Write them 
down.                                                                                                                                              (4 points) 

 
Jordan is rich in potash and phosphate, and the extraction industry for these minerals is one of 
the largest in the world. Not surprisingly, two of Jordan's largest exports are chemicals and 
fertilizers. Pharmaceuticals and other industries represent 30% of Jordan's Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), and 75% of Jordan's Pharmaceuticals are exported.  However, the majority 
(65%) of the economy is dominated by services, mostly travel and tourism. Most of Jordan's 
exports go to Iraq, the USA, India and Saudi Arabia. 

2- The text gives four examples of countries that receive Jordanian products. Write them 
down.                                                                                                                                              (8 points) 

 

Can you tell us about your last meeting in China?  

'Of course! I arrived on time. You must not arrive late, as this shows disrespect. Then, when I 
met the company director, I shook hands with him gently. I began the meeting by making small 
talk about my interesting experiences in China. During the meeting, I made sure that my voice 
and body language were calm and controlled. I never told a joke, as this may not be translated 
correctly or could cause offence.' 

3- According to Mr. Ghanim, it is not a good idea to tell jokes for two reasons. Write them 
down.                                                                                                                                              (4 points) 

 
Don't come away from a sales pitch wishing you had been better prepared. It is essential to 
know everything about your product. Do you know when it was developed, and where it is 
produced? You also need to know who the target market is – for example, the age group or 
income of the people who might buy it. Not only that, you should know all about the 
competition - that is, similar products on the market.  

4- Find an expression that means (people who are identified as possible customers). 
                                                                                                                                                          (2 points) 

 
brings to a community.  itThe concept of a megaproject is always based on the benefits 

However, many megaprojects have been criticized because of their negative effects on a 
community or the environment. This essay will look at these issues with regard to Masdar City, 
a megaproject in Abu Dhabi. 

5- The writer says that megaprojects have a lot of negative effects on communities or 
environment. Think of this statement and in two sentences suggest two of these negative 
effects that are caused by megaprojects.                                                                                (4 points) 



history, but the person who is known as the  itsThe Arab world has many famous chemists in 
founder of chemistry is probably Jabir ibn Hayyan. He is most well-known for the beginning of 
the production of sulpheric acid. He also built a set of scales which changed the way in which 
chemists weighed items in a laboratory: his scales could weigh items over 6,000 times smaller 
than a kilogram. 

6- What does the underlined pronoun ( its ) refer to?                                                         (2 points) 

 
Megaprojects are extremely large investment projects, which are designed to encourage 
economic growth and bring new benefits to cities. Although megaprojects vary in terms of size 
and cost, they are all, by definition, expensive, public projects that attract a high level of 
interest and media coverage. Projects range from motorways, airports, stations, tunnels, 
bridges, etc. to entire city complexes. 

7- The text mentions many examples of megaprojects. Write down three of them.    (6 points) 
 
 

) choose the correct option from A, B, C or D to complete 17 – 8For questions ( -Vocabularies: 
each one of the following sentences.                                                                                     (20 points) 

8- Hospitals need to dispose of a lot of ………………………. and it should be carefully managed.  
a- carbon footprint                                b- biological wastes 
c- urban planning                                   d- negative effects 

 
9- When you talk about business and try to do a deal, you ………………………. 
a- negotiate                                             b- patient 
c- compromise                                        d- ready 

 
10- In business, when you meet someone for the first time it is polite to …………………. with him 
a- cause offence                                     b- ask questions 
c- shake hands                                        d- do a deal 

 
11- Wind farms and …………………… power are examples of renewable energy sources. 
a- benefit                                                 b- free 
c- windmills                                             d- solar 

 
12- My uncle is fluent in many languages and he is able to …………………… for us. 

a- interpreted                                         b- interpretation 
c- interpret                                              d- interpreter 

 
13- Most of Chinese ……………………… go to the EU and the USA. 
a- to export                                             b- exports 
c- exportation                                         d- exported 

 
14- Ibn Sina wrote ………………………… textbooks during his life, and they are still studied.  

a- medicine                                             b- medically 
c- medical                                                d- medication 

 
 



15- If you have a postgraduate qualification, you will …………………. get a job quite quickly.  

a- probably                                             b- probable 
c- probability                                          d- probabilities 

 
16- My job now involves going to important conferences and ……………… around the world. 
Which option from a,b,c and d indicates the correctly spelled word? 
a- semenar                                              b- siminer 
c- seminer                                               d- seminar 

 
17- During the …………….., don’t keep ypur head down. Make eye contact with your audience. 
Which option from a,b,c and d indicates the correctly spelled word? 

a- presentation                                      b- bresentation 
c- prisintation                                         d- presintation 

 
 .) choose the correct option from A, B, C or D25 – 18For questions ( -Grammar/ part one:  

                                                                                                                                                       (16 points)  
18- Before you find a job, ……………………. Consider doing voluntary work? 
Which option from a,b,c,and d indicates the correct expression to give advice? 
a- you should                                          b- if I were you 
c- why don’t you                                     d- you could 

 
.1999 CE, which was in 60I retired when I was  -19 

The underlined word indicates the stress, and it means ………………. 
a- not another age                                 b- not another year 
c- not another person                           d- not another place 

 
20- Unless you ………... a language degree, you will not be able to become an interpreter. (have) 
a- has                                                        b- have 
c- had had                                                d- had 

 
21- People ………………. Love visiting ruins will find a visit to Qasr Al-Bashir very rewarding. 
a- whose                                                  b- who 
c- when                                                    d- which 

 

22- Jabir couldn’t read well. If only he …………………… his glasses. (not , forget) 
a- didn’t forget                                       b- hadn’t forgotten 
c- doesn’t forget                                    d- hasn’t forgotten 

 
23- If you ……………………. The course, you would have had enough experience. (do) 
a- did                                                         b- do 
c- had done                                              d- does 

 
24- You ………………. A huge feeling of satisfaction when you know that people understand 
everything you translate.  

a- get                                                        b- gotten 
c- got                                                        d- had gotten 



 
25- It was too hot to go to the beach yesterday. If only it ……………….. cooler. (be) 
a- has been                                              b- were 
c- was                                                        d- had been 

 
 

) choose the correct sentence from A, B, C or D 32 – 26For questions ( -Grammar / part two: 
which has a similar meaning to the one above.                                                                   (14 points) 

 

26- I didn’t bring my coat, and now I feel cold. 
a- If only I brought my coat. 

b- If only I hadn’t brought my coat. 

c- If only I had brought my coat. 
d- If only I have brought my coat. 

 
.Century thin the 9 FezFihri built a learning center in -Fatima Al -27 

The sentence which emphasizes the underlined world is   
.Century was Fez thFihri built a learning center in the 9-The city when Fatima Al -a 

.Century thFihri built a learning center in Fez was the 9-The city where Fatima Al -b 

.Century was Fez thri built a learning center in the 9Fih-The city who Fatima Al -c 
.Century was Fez thFihri built a learning center in the 9-The city where Fatima Al -d 

 
28- Maha regrets forgetting her date with Laila.   
a- Maha wishes she hadn’t forgotten her date with Laila. 
b- Maha wishes she had forgotten her date with Laila. 
c- Maha wishes she hasn’t forgotten her date with Laila. 
d- Maha wishes she didn’t forget her date with Laila. 

 
29- London is a huge city. It's the capital of the UK. 
a- London, where is a huge city, is the capital of the UK. 
b- London, which is a huge city, is the capital of the UK. 
c- London which is a huge city is the capital of the UK. 
d- London, that is a huge city, is the capital of the UK. 

 

30- Majid missed the bus because he woke up late.  
a- Majid wishes he didn’t wake up late. 
b- Majid wishes he hadn’t woken up earlier. 
c- Majid wishes he hadn’t missed the bus. 
d-Majid wishes he had woken up earlier. 

 

31- Al-Kindi is especially famous for his work in arithmetic and geometry.  
a- It is for his work in arithmetic and geometry who Al-Kindi is especially famous.  
b- It is for his work in arithmetic and geometry when Al-Kindi is especially famous. 
c- It is for his work in arithmetic and geometry where Al-Kindi is especially famous. 
d- It is for his work in arithmetic and geometry that Al-Kindi is especially famous. 

 



 
.century CE thJabir Ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq in the 9 -32 

.century CE Jabir Ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq thThe time when the 9 -a 
.century CE thThe time when Jabir Ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq was the 9 -b 

.century CE when Jabir Ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq thThe time the 9 -c 
.century CE thThe time when Jabir ibn Hayyan lived in Iraq is the 9 -d 

 
 

Writing: - (part one / guided writing)                                                                                                         

Read the information in the table below, and then in your Answer Booklet write two 
sentences about Ali ibn Nafi.                                                                                                     (6 points) 

 

Ali ibn Nafi Name  

Baghdad 789 CE 
Cordoba 857 CE 

Place / Date  
birth and death 

Musician Profession  

establish the first music school in the world Achievements  

 
 

Writing / part two (Free Writing)                                                                                     
In your Answer Booklet, write about 120 words on ONE of the following:                   (14 points) 

 
1- Nowadays, a lot of countries and people are going toward renewable energy sources 
because they have many advantages. However, they have some disadvantages and problems. 
Write a report about the advantages and any possible disadvantage of renewable energy 
sources. 

2- Exporting and importing are good for our community and economy. Write an essay about 
some benefits of Exporting and importing goods to and from other countries. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Good luck 
Salah al Akaleek 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Answers 

1- the English words that are used in India are sometimes different to the words that people 
use in the UK, the USA or Australia. you also need to know a lot of specialist language. 

2- Iraq, the USA, India and Saudi Arabia. 
3- as this may not be translated correctly or could cause offence. 

4- target market 
5- ( critical thinking ) possible answers 
megaprojects destroy agricultural land and forests. 
They also cause pollution and a lot of noise. 
6- The Arab world 
7- motorways, airports, stations, tunnels, bridges, etc. to entire city complexes. 
8- b 
9- a 
10- c 
11- d 
12- c 
13- b 
14- c 
15- a 
16- d 
17- a 
18- c 
19- a 
20- b 
21- b 
22- b 
23- c 

24- a 
25- d 
26- c 
27- d 
28- a 
29- b 
30- d 
31- d 
32- b 
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THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN 

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

GENERAL SECONDERY CERTICATE EXAMINATION- 2019 

GENERAL ENGLISH 

 الدورة الشتوية/ الخطة الجديدة 

DATE: - Saturday 4th  of July 2020                   TIME: 1 HOUR AND A HALF 

 لفروع المهنية.  ا( للمتقدمين في 2سئلة هذه الورقة.                        )( اجب  عن جميع  أ1) -ملحوظات :

 (.4(، وعدد الصفحات: )5( عدد االسئلة: )3)

Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the 

questions that follow it. Your answer should be based on the text 
The Arab world has many famous chemists in its history, but the person who is known as the 

founder of chemistry is probably Jabir Ibn Hayyan. He is most well-known for the beginning of 

the production of sulphuric acid. He also built a set of scales, which changed the way in which 

chemists weighted items in a laboratory: his scales could weigh items over 6,000 times smaller 

than a kilogram. 

Ali ibn Nafi ’ is also known as ‘Ziryab’ (or ‘Blackbird’, because of his beautiful voice). He was a 

gifted pupil of a famous musician from Baghdad, and it was his talent for music that led him to 

Cordoba in the ninth century CE. He was the guest of the Umayyad ruler there. He is the person 

who established the first music school in the world in Cordoba, Al-Andalus, teaching musical 

harmony and composition. He revolutionised musical theory, and is also the person who 

introduced the oud to Europe.  

Fatima al-Fihri was the daughter of a wealthy businessman. She used her father’s inheritance to 

build a learning centre in Fez, Morocco. This learning centre became Morocco’s top university, 

and it is where many students from all over the world come to study. Moreover, it was Fatima’s  

sister, Mariam, who supervised the building of the Andalus Mosque, which was not far from the 

learning centre.. 

Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist, musician and astronomer – a true 

polymath. He made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these fields, but it is  probably his 

work in arithmetic and geometry that has made him most famous. 

Section One:-  (40 points) 

1-The achievements that made by Jabir Ibn Hayyan are:   

A. the production of sulphuric acid and a set of scales. 

B. established the first music school in the world in Cordoba and revolutionised musical theory. 

C. built a learning centre and the Andalus Mosque.  

D. made ground-breaking discoveries and introduced the oud to Europe.  

2- Ali Ibn Nafi’ is known as Ziryab or Balckbird:   

A. because he was a guest of the Umayyad ruler in Cordoba. 

B. because he established the first music school in the world in Cordoba.  

C. because he revoultionsed musical theory.  

D. because of his beautiful voice.     

                                        SEE PAGE TWO…… 
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PAGE TWO 

3 - The sentence which indicates that Fatiam's institute was developed to be the most 

famous university in the World.                                                                                

A. This learning centre became Morocco’s top university, and it is where many students from all 

over the world come to study. 

B. Fatima al-Fihri was the daughter of a wealthy businessman.  

C. She used her father’s inheritance to build a learning centre in Fez, Morocco. 

D. Moreover, it was Fatima’s  sister, Mariam, who supervised the building of the Andalus 

Mosque.  

4- The word in the text which means (an instrument to measure weight).       

A. laboratory        B. talent                        C. composition             D. scales    

5- The underlined word " its" refer to?                                                     

A. chemists          B. The Arab World        C. history                     D. founder 

6-Two of the followings are scientific subjects that Al-Kindi was expert in:  

A. Philosophy and mathematics 

B. Music and composition  

C. Chemistry and Music 

D. Geometry and Music    

7- The distinguish of Jabir ibn Hayyan’s scales is:  

A. his scales could weigh items over 6,000 times smaller than a kilogram. 

B. most well-known for the beginning of the production of sulphuric acid. 

C. known as the founder of chemistry is probably Jabir Ibn Hayyan.  

D. He made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these fields, but it is  probably his work in 

arithmetic and geometry that has made him most famous.   

 8-  Two fields that has made Al-Kindi most famous for are:  

A. Chemistry and Music. 

B. Astronomy and Medicine 

C. Geometry and Arithmetic. 

D. Philosophy and  Arithmetic 

      SEE PAGE THREE…… 
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PAGE THREE 

Section Two  (40 points) 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences 

and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (20 points) 

 

9- When you can prove that you have experience, you have a ……………. 

A. composition      B. zero- waste     C. track record           D. conflict 

10- If we replace as much carbon as we burn, we are carbon- ………………. 

A. neutral             B. compromise    C. negotiate                 D. fertiliser  

11- In the UK, there is a central government, but there are also 

…………………. councils around the country. 

A. patient            B. regional            C. previous                  D. qualification   

12- My brother is very good with numbers and calculations. He always scores 

high in…………………. 

A. arithmetic       B. interpreter        C. philosopher              D. polymath 

13- When people talk about …………….., they can mean either an 

improvement in the average standard of living, or an increase in the value of a 

country’s products. 

A. founder        B. geometry          C. economic growth       D. urban planning  
 

Study the following sentence and choose the correct answer.       ( 5 points)  

 

Before the serious discussion starts, we always cause small talk; it’s often about the 

weather! 

 

14- The underlined misused verb can be replaced with ……………… 

A. earn      B. shake                   C. join                       D. make     
 

Complete the following sentences with suitable words derived from the words in 

brackets and write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.            (20 points) 

 

15- knowing ……………… English, you also need to know a lot of specialist language. 

A. regional         B. region               C. regionally                 D. regions  

16- I give the ……………… through headphones to other people at the meeting.  

A. translate        B. translation         C. translator                  D. translated    

17- Jordan has more free trade ……………… than any other Arab country. 

A. agree            B. agreement        C.  agreed                     D. agreeing  

18- Fatima Musa speaks English language…………….. 

A. fluent           B. fluency            C.  fluently                    D. fluence  

 

 

SEE PAGE FOUR…. 
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PAGE FOUR 

Section Three ( 40 points) 

Choose the correct form of the verbs from those given below to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your BOOKLET.                              (20 points)                                                                                                 
 

19- Ali did not pass his exams. If only he…………….harder last year.  

A. studied         B. has studied      C. had studied        D. studies           

20- If there ……… email in the 1960s, people would have stopped writing letters by 

now.  

A. be                          B. had been                    C. were                       D. is  

21- Unless you have a language degree, you …………… able to become an interpreter. 

A. wouldn’t be          B. weren’t                     C. won’t be                  D. wouldn’t have been  

22- Ziad is not very good at basketball. He wishes he…………..taller!  

A. had been              B. is                         C. were                               D. has been  

23- If I were you, I ………………the presentation several times.  

A. will practise      B. would practise      C. would have practised      D. practised  

 

Complete the following sentences so that the new sentence is similar in meaning to the 

one before it, then write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET:            (20 points)  

 

24- London is a huge city. It’s the capital of the UK. 

London,………..……………………………………………………………………… 

A. which is the capital of the UK, is a huge city.  

B. where is the capital of the UK, is a huge city.  

C. where is a huge city, is the capital of the UK.  

D. when is the capital of UK, is a huge city.  

25- Sultan forgot to do his science homework.  

Sultan wishes he.………………………………………………………………………… 

A. forgot to do his science homework.  

B. has forgotten to do his science homework.  

C. had forgotten to do his science homework.  

D. forgets to do his science homework.  

 SEE PAGE FIVE…. 
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PAGE FIVE 

26- Al-Kindi contributed to the invention of the oud. 

The person ……………………………………………………………………………… 

A. which contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.  

B. where contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.  

C. who contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.  

D. when contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.  

27- You should get some work experience.  

If I ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

A. were you, I will get some work experience.  

B. was you, I would get some work experience.  

C. were you, I would get some work experience.  

D. were you, I would have got some work experience. 

28- Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory in Iraq.  

The country…………………………………………………………. 

A. which Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq. 

B. when Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq. 

C. where Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq. 

D. who Jabir ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq. 

29-Samia regrets being angry at breakfast time.  

If only Samia………………………………………………………… 

A. had been angry at breakfast time.  

B. has been angry at breakfast time. 

C. wasn’t angry at breakfast time.  

D. hadn’t been angry at breakfast time. 

 Section Four ( 30 points) 

Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences 

and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. (30 points) 

30 -Can you translate this Arabic …………. English for me, please? 

A. about             B.  to              C.  into            D. at 

    SEE PAGE SIX…… 
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PAGE SIX 

 

31 -We have to go to school, …………. we’re tired. 

A. unless                      B. even if              C. provided that             D. when 

32- Masdar institute is a university …………….. students are committed to produce 

new solar machines. 

A. who                          B. whose               C. whom                       D. which  

33 -Before you find a full-time job, ………………….  consider doing voluntary work? 

A. why don’t you         B.  you could        C. If I were you            D. you ought to 

34 -I can't do this exercise. I wish I…………it.  

A. understood               B. understand       C. understanding          D. had understood 

35- We couldn’t go to the stadium because there weren’t any tickets left  

The function of using because is 

A. result                      B. cause           C. opposition                D. gives essential information 

 

Section Five (30 points)   

EDITING: (10 points)  

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the 

following lines that have five underlined mistakes .Correct these mistakes and 

write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE END 

Best Wishes  
  0772111116 -علي موفق الدقامسة -اعداد

 0777416379محمد وحشه 

https://www.facebook.com/teacheralidaqamseh/ 

 طلبة االستاذ علي موفق الدقامسة

 
 

Don't come away from a (36- A. salez  B. sales C. zales  D. seal) pitch wishing you 

had been better prepared. It is essential to know everything about your product (37- A , 

B .  C ?  D !) Do you know when it was developed, and where it is produced? You 

also need to know who the (38- A. target  B. tarqet C.tarket  D. targit)  market is – 

for example, the age (39- A. groub B. groop C. group D. groupe) or income of the 

people (40- A. where B. when  C. whose  D. who) might buy it. 
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 اإلجابة النموذجية

 

 

1. A      2. D      3. A     4. D     5. B       6. A     7. A     8. C     9. C       10. A     11. B                     

12. A   13. C    14. D    15. A   16. B    17. B    18. C    19. C    20. B    21. C    22.C 

23. B   24. A    25. C   26. C    27. C    28. C    29. D    30. C    31. B    32. B    33. A 

34. A   35. B    36. B   37. B    38. A    39. C    40. D 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE END 

Best Wishes  

Ali Daqamseh 

  0772111116 -علي موفق الدقامسة -اعداد

https://www.facebook.com/teacheralidaqamseh/ 

 طلبة االستاذ علي موفق الدقامسة
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   2021امتحان شهادة الدراسة الثانوية العامة لعام 

 ساعتان -متحان:مدة اال                                  107 -اللغة االنجليزية                     رمز المبحث: -المبحث:

 28/6/2021السبت  -لتاريخ:اليوم وا      (                             2) -جميع الفروع االكاديمية             رقم النموذج: -الفرع:

  -قم الجلوس:ر                                                                                             -اسم الطالب:

READING: - For items (1– 15), read the following texts carefully, and then answer the questions that 

follow.                                                                                 

The Arab world has many famous chemists in its history, but the person who is known as the 

founder of chemistry is probably Jabir Ibn Hayyan. He is most well known for the beginning of the 

production of sulphuric acid. He also built a set of scales, which changed the way in which chemists 

weighed items in a laboratory: his scales could weigh items over 6,000 times smaller than a kilogram. 

1-There were achievements made by Jabir Ibn Hayyan. Mention two of them.                 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2- What does the underlined pronoun “its” refer to ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

     The first PC (personal computer) was produced in 1974 CE. People could buy computers to use at home. 

In 1983 CE, people could buy a laptop for the first time. Then, in 1990 CE, the British scientist Tim 

Berners-Lee developed the World Wide Web. However, it was not until 2007 CE that the first smartphones 

appeared. Today, most people use their mobile phones every day. 

3 - Quote the sentence which indicates to the year when the first smartphones appeared. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

The King Hussein Cancer Center (KHCC) is Jordan’s only comprehensive cancer treatment 

centre. It treats both adult and paediatric patients. As the population of the country increases , more and 

more families will rely on the hospital for cancer treatment. Patients come not only from Jordan but also 

from other countries in the region, as they are attracted by its excellent reputation, lower costs, and 

cultural and language similarities. 

4- There are many factors that encourage foreign patients come to take health cares in The King 

Hussein Cancer Center. Write down two of them. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5- Find a word in the text which means " medicine deals with children".  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Students can attend of public universities, or universities. A large number of Jordanian students 

choose to study at these institutions, as well as foreign students from all over the world. These are 

undergraduates studying for a first degree, or postgraduates studying for a Master’s degree, a PhD or a 

higher diploma. 

6- In addition to a Bachelor degree, students can attend one of the postgraduate degrees. Mention two 

of these undergraduate degrees. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

    Most doctors used to be sceptical about the validity of homoeopathy, acupuncture and other forms 

of complementary medicine. If patients wanted to receive this kind of non-conventional treatment, 

they used to have to consult a private practitioner who was likely not to have a medical degree. 

However, in recent years, the perception of this type of treatment has changed. These days, many 

family doctors study complementary medicine alongside conventional treatments, and many 

complementary medicine consultants also have medical degrees.  

7 - Quote the sentence which shows that a lot of doctors didn't use to be easily convinced about the 

validity of the complementary medicine. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

      I’d also recommend studying for 30-minute periods, and then taking a break. It’s been proved that 

concentration starts to decrease after half an hour, so frequent breaks will help the brain to recover and 

concentration to return. By a break, I mean any change of activity from studying. It could be something as 

simple as just getting up from your desk and listening to some music, or walking around for ten minutes. 

8- The text gives two examples of breaks that students can have during their revising. Write them 

down.   …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

SEE PAGE TWO… 
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     - You have to determine two things before attending such a course: the duration of the course you wish to 

attend and the nature of the course whether academic or vocational.  You will stay in one of our beautiful 

apartments. You’ll hear and speak English all day long. You can either join a small group of other students 

of a similar level, or request a ‘tailor-made’ course. For example, you may require a course in academic 

English to prepare you for undergraduate or postgraduate studies, or a vocational course to help you with 

your career. 

9- Students have many options on these courses. However, there are two decisions they have to make 

before the arrive. What are these two decisions?                                              

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

10- It is said that anyone who keeps learning stays young. Think of this statement and, in two sentences 

write down your point of view.                                                                              

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

  Anger can also have harmful effects on health. When you see red, your blood pressure is raised and you 

can suffer from headaches, sleep problems and digestive problems. However, what about positive feelings 

and attitudes? Until recently, scientists had not investigated whether there is a link between positive feelings 

and good health. Then, in a study that had followed more than 6,000 men and women aged 25 to 74 for 20 

years, researchers found that positivity reduced the risk of heart disease. Other factors influencing health 

included a supportive network of family and friends, and an optimistic outlook on life. 

11- There are many possible effects of anger on someone's health. Write down two of these effects. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

- Jordan is rich in potash and phosphate, and the extraction industry for these minerals is one of the largest 

in the world. Not surprisingly, two of Jordan's largest exports are chemicals and fertilizers. Pharmaceuticals 

and other industries represent 30% of Jordan's Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and 75% of Jordan's 

Pharmaceuticals are exported.  However, the majority (65%) of the economy is dominated by services, 

mostly travel and tourism. Most of Jordan's exports go to Iraq, the USA, India and Saudi Arabia. 

12- Many of Jordan's fertilisers are made mainly of two minerals. Write these minerals down. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Although megaprojects vary in terms of size and cost, they are all, by definition, expensive, public 

projects that attract a high level of interest and media coverage. Projects range from motorways, airports, 

stations, tunnels, bridges, etc. to entire city complexes. 

13-There are many examples of megaproject mentioned in the text. Write down three of these 

examples. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Don't come away from a sales pitch wishing you had been better prepared. It is essential to know 

everything about your product. Do you know when it was developed, and where it is produced? You also 

need to know who the target market is – for example, the age group or income of the people who might buy 

it . Not only that, you should know all about the competition - that is, similar products on the market. Why 

is your product superior to others and why does it have better value? 

14-  The text mentions many things that a person should know about his product. Write down two of 

them.   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 Teachers can perhaps ask their students to start writing a blog (an online diary), either about their own 

lives or as if they were someone famous. They can also create a website for the classroom. Students can 

contribute to the website, so for example they can post work, photos and messages. 

15- Find the word that means ("  a regularly updated personal website written in an informal style)  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 SEE PAGE THREE… 
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  VOCABULARY: - For questions (16 – 24) choose the correct option from A, B, C or D to complete 

each one of the following sentences. 

16- Hospitals need to dispose of a lot of …………waste, and it should be carefully managed because it can 

be dangerous. 

A. rural                   B. biological                  C. negative             D. contradictory 

17- When my grandfather had a heart attack, the doctors attached a special ……….  to his chest.  

A. monitor                    B.  prosthetic hand      C. helmet                  D. bionic 

18- In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to……………   . 

A. make a difference     B. take a break            C. shake hands           D. make a start 

19- Pollution has some serious …………effects on the environment, such as the death of wildlife and plant 

life. 

A.  urban                       B. rural                       C. dental                   D. negative 

20- I used to eat too much junk food, but now I have a much healthier …………….   . 

A.  diet                          B. reputation               C. polymath              D. laboratory 

21 -  Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is red- handed. 

The underlined misused colour idiom can be replaced with:- 

A-  feel blue                  B- a white elephant       C- see red           D- out of the blue      

22. If you work hard, I’m sure you will……………………  

A. success                  B. successful                   C. succeed         D. successfully 

23- Scholars have discovered an……………………… document from the twelfth century.  

A. origin                      B. original                        C. originally       D. regionalise 

24. Have you had any…………………. of learning another language?  

A. experienced           B. experience                   C. expire          D. expired           

25- Al-Farabi is an Islamic …………………. in Cordoba, he wrote many logical texts. 

A. philosopher             B.  philosophise                 C. philosophical   D. philosophised 

GRAMMAR/: - For questions (26 – 43) choose the correct option from A, B, C or D.  

26- In 2007, the first smartphone ………. by The Apple Company.  

A. produce                   B. was produced           C. is produced                 D. produced 

27- I think you ……………… to switch off the screen. 

A. has                         B. doesn’t have              C. don’t have                  D. must 

28-  Next month, we ……………………….. in this house for a year. Let’s celebrate! 

A. will have lived       B. is living                     C. believed                    D. was living  

29- People ………… smartphones since they were invented in the early 2000s.   

A.  has been using      B. is using                     C. have been using           D. is using 

30- The salesman ………… the customer when the thief came into the store. 

A. will help                B. helps                         C. have been helping       D. was helping 

 

31- "My favourite subject this year is Chemistry'. 

    Hussein told me ……………………………………………………..…………………. 

A- that his favourite subject that year was Chemistry.  

B-  that her favourite subject that year was Chemistry. 

C- that his favourite subject that year were Chemistry. 

D- that his favourite subject that year has been Chemistry. 

 

32- Al-Jazari invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century. 

    The thing ……………………………………….…………………   . 

A- when Al-Jazari invented in the twelfth century was the mechanical clock. 

B- where Al-Jazari invented in the twelfth century was the mechanical clock. 

C- that Al-Jazari invented in the twelfth century was the mechanical clock. 

D- that Al-Jazari invented in the twelfth century are the mechanical clock. 

 

SEE PAGE FOUR… 
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33. We all believe that careless drivers are extremely dangerous on the society.  

Careless drivers …………………………………………………… 

A- is believed to be extremely dangerous on the society. 

B- are believe  to be extremely dangerous on the society. 

C- are believed to be extremely dangerous on the society. 

D- are believed to being extremely dangerous on the society. 

 

34. " Where does the English teacher live?  

Could you tell me  ………………………………………………………… 

A- where the English teacher living? 

B- where the English teacher lives? 

C- where the English teacher lives. 

D- why the English teacher lives? 

 

35- Mars is more distant than the Earth from the Sun. 

The Earth……… …………………………………. 

A- is fewer distant than Mars from the Sun. 

B- is many distant than Mars from the Sun. 

C- is much distant than Mars from the Sun. 

D- is less distant than Mars from the Sun. 

 

36- There are also about twenty-three stables …………horses may have been kept.               

A. when                        B. where                               C. that                           D. whom  

37- Most Jordanians …………the hot weather that we have in summer.  

A. use to                       B. are used to                       C. used to                      D. were using 

38 – Mr. Haddad didn't understand the Chinese businessman. If only he…………Chinese. 

A. speak                     B.  speaking                        C. had spoken            D. spoken 

39 -My sister doesn’t eat as …………as I do. She always puts less on her plate than I do.          

A. many                     B. more                               C. much                     D. little  

40 -Rami …………… on the phone at the moment. 

A. are talking              B. will talk                            C. is talking                  D. was talking  

41- She …………… at that company for three years when it went out of business. 

A. have been working      B. will be working    C. had been working          D. were working 

42- Mohammed checked his emails, and then he started work. 

-The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:-  

A- Before Mohammed started work , he had checked his emails. 

B- Before Mohammed had started work , he checked his emails. 

C- Before Mohammed starts work , he had checked his emails. 

D- Before Mohammed started work , he has checked his emails. 

43-  The company will employ a new worker tomorrow. 

- The correct passive voice of the above sentence is:-  

A- A new worker will been employed tomorrow. 

B- A new worker will be employing tomorrow. 

C- A new worker will be employed tomorrow. 

D- A new worker will being employed tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 

SEE PAGE FIVE… 
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WRITING / PART ONE: - For questions (44 – 50) choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D. 

  

44-  King Abdullah University Hospital hopes to set up ………….. machines in Irbid …….. 

A. radiotheraby/ ?                 B. radiotherapy/,               C. radiotherapy/ .                 D. radeotherapy/ .  

 

45- The person ………. is known as the …………. of chemistry is probably Jabir ibn Hayyan.  

A- whose/ founder       B- who/founder      C- where/ founder/          D- who/ foundar 

 

46- There were many achievements in the Islamic world such as philosophy, science , ……………….., 

literature, music and the arts. 

A- inokulations           B- inoculations    C- inoculasions          D- unoculations 

 

47- In some operations, scanners  are used to locate these …………….  cells, and these locations are sent 

directly to the robot surgeon. 

A-  canseroos              B- kanserous                    C- canserous             D- cancerous 

 

48- In this way, technology makes communication more convenient. The function of the underlined 

phrase is :- 

A- Reason                     B- simile                       C- consequence         D- opposition 

49- It appears that Jordan has well qualified doctors in all medical fields. The function of the 

underlined phrase is :- 

A- Conclusion             B- metaphor               C- Simile         D- opposition 

 

50 - Treatment and medicines will taste as delicious as real food. The function of the underlined 

phrase is :- 

A- Personification          B- Simile              C- Onomatopoeia               D- opposition 

 

PART TWO. GUIDED WRITING: (6 points)                                                     

51- Read the information in the table below then, in your ANSWER BOOKLET, write two 

sentences about the roles of Robots in the future. 

The roles of Robots in the future 

- do more and more jobs in hospitals. 

- interact with patients after they’ve had operations.  

- collect drugs from the hospital pharmacy. 

- visit patients in the ward when the doctor is not available. 

 

 

52-. PART THREE -  Free writing: (14 points)                                                                         

 In your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 80 words on ONE of the following: 

1- Health facilities in Jordan is among the best in the Middle East. Write a report about health facilities in  

Jordan discussing these facilities in terms healthcare centers, Hospitals, life expectancy.   

 

2. There are few public places in your town where people can go to keep fit. Write a letter to a local 

newspaper making recommendation which might help to solve this problem.  

    (Your name is Majid Ali. Your address is P.O Box 1646. Amman, Jordan ) 

THE END 

 

0772111116 

https://www.facebook.com/teacheralidaqamseh/ 

 طلبة االستاذ علي موفق الدقامسة
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Answers 

1- the production of sulphuric acid. He also built a set of scales,  

2- the Arab world   3- However, it was not until 2007 CE that the first smartphones appeared.           

4- excellent reputation, lower costs, and cultural and language similarities. 

5- paediatric          6- Master’s degree, a PhD or a higher diploma.  

7- Most doctors used to be sceptical about the validity of homoeopathy, acupuncture and other forms 

of complementary medicine. 8- It could be something as simple as just getting up from your desk and 

listening to some music, or walking around for ten minutes. 

9- the duration of the course you wish to attend and the nature of the course whether academic or vocational.  

10- the world is moving forward, so people must keep in progress, if you practise learning you will learn more  

11- your blood pressure is raised and you can suffer from headaches, sleep problems and digestive problems. 

12- potash and phosphate. 13- motorways, airports, stations, tunnels, bridges, etc. to entire city complexes. 

14- when it was developed, and where it is produced? 15- a blog 

16- B        17- A          18- C        19- D       20-A.       21 -  B 22. C     23- B      24. B         25- A  

26- B     27- C   28-  A    29- C   30- D 31-A   32- C   33. C   34. B  35-D 

36- B    37- B    38- C   39- C   40- C    41- C   42- A  43- C 

44-  C    45- B    46- B   47- D  48- C   49- A   50 - B   

51-   
- There are many roles of Robots in the future such as doing more and more jobs in hospitals and 

interacting with patients after they’ve had operations.  

- in addition, There are other roles of Robots in the future like collecting drugs from the hospital 

pharmacy and visiting patients in the ward when the doctor is not available. 

 

 Health facilities in Jordan 

Introduction 

Health facilities in Jordan is among the best in the Middle East. The aim of this report is to discuss health 

facilities in Jordan.  

Health care centers 

           There are more than 800 well-equipped health centres in all over Jordan. In additional, there are more 

than 188 dental clinics. These centers provide excellent health care to millions of Jordanians. 

Hospital 

           There are many hospitals in Jordan spread in all cities like King Hussein center for cancer in Amman, 

King Abdullah in Irbid. These hospitals have well-qualified doctors who have good reputation. Moreover, 

many patients from Arab countries come to Jordan to make surgeries like open heart surgery. 

life expectancy 

           The life expectancy figures show that Jordan's healthcare system is successful. In 1965 CE, the 

average Jordanian's life expectancy was age 50. In 2012 CE, this average life expectancy had risen to 73, 5. 

Conclusion and recommendation                   

It appears that Jordan has excellent health care centers as well as well-qualified doctors. It is recommended 

to increase hospitals  in the cities of the south of Jordan  like Kerak and Aqaba. 

2 

نكاس يكبوبون ات لحل مشكللة قلكة المرافكق العامكة فكي بلكدتك  يكث الالموضوع الثاني يطلب منك كتابة رسالة لجريدة محلية تقترح توصي -

 للحفاظ على لياقتهم.  . 

 راجع جميع المواضيع المكتوبة في الملخص او في كورس المنتقى ومن خالل حفظك لبعض المصطلحات في النصوص.

 

 

 

 
 




